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A study shows that 30% of IT admins do not have a firm grasp of the number of endpoints in their companies, despite concerns about cyber threats to endpoints.

This lack of visibility across endpoints poses a severe threat to an organization’s security, exposing the business to possible data breaches and ransomware attacks.

Getting complete visibility and control over all endpoints is a complex affair with ever-widening networks, spread across multiple locations, connecting several hundreds of devices and applications.

To prevent IT management lags and safeguard your hybrid IT network from any cyber security mishaps, a combined approach to endpoint visibility and control is required in your network.

SecPod SanerNow Visibility and Control

SanerNow Visibility and Control helps mitigate the challenges of discovering, managing, and securing endpoints across an organization’s IT landscape. It provides a centralized cloud-based console for remote management of all endpoints. SanerNow helps you control all devices and provides you with required configurations to manage your fragmented IT systems, metrics and discrepancy issues.

SanerNow supports a wide range of functions to consolidate all IT systems right from viewing important endpoint metrics, gaining visibility over the organization’s IT assets, troubleshooting system issues, deploying software, applying security controls, managing system health, and tuning up system performance to more advanced functions.
Achieve end-to-end visibility and control of all endpoints from a single cloud-based console

Get 360-degree visibility & control of all IT assets from a unified cloud-console

Kill swivel chair interfaces and use a unified console with insightful dashboards to get complete visibility and control of all IT assets. Perform all asset management and endpoint management operations remotely from one console.

Smart Lightweight SanerNow agent for better endpoint control

The installed SanerNow agent continuously monitors your endpoints and provides visibility over all the actions occurring in them. Using the smart, multi-functional, lightweight agent, you can effectively control your organization’s endpoints and execute tasks on them remotely.

Ensure robust and zero-downtime visibility & control with trusted cloud support

Gain visibility over your hybrid IT environment from a trusted and reliable cloud-based console. Seamlessly perform perimeter less management across your globally distributed endpoints from a centralized cloud-native console. SanerNow is available as an on-premise version too.

Rapid, effective, and advanced automation techniques to achieve complete visibility & control

Minimize team fatigue and improve productivity. Effectively control your endpoints and prevent IT management mishaps in your network through the industry’s fastest and effective automation techniques, with minimal impact on system resource and network bandwidth usage.
Seamlessly discover, manage, and control your endpoints with SanerNow’s advanced features

Optimize hardware and software visibility and management
Continuously monitor the real-time usage of all hardware and software across your networks and get detailed usage and status reports. It also displays a list of rarely used and outdated applications to help you optimize IT spend and remove rogue applications.

Blacklist, whitelist applications and manage licenses in an aggregated view
Continuously perform real-time IT asset monitoring, detect vulnerable applications and blacklist or whitelist them accordingly. An aggregated dashboard allows you to monitor and manage software license keys and their validity.

Block or disable rogue devices to prevent security breaches
Disable or block rogue or unauthorized devices from connecting to your network, including USB and other peripheral devices, based on organizational policies or compliance requirements. Implement a strong device control strategy to safeguard your network from unauthorized activities.

Easy software deployment with SanerNow’s pre-built software repository
Schedule and deploy software automatically from available software collections supporting multiple OS and third-party applications from the SanerNow Software Repository. Available out of the box with silent switches, SanerNow enables zero-downtime deployment across endpoints. Additionally, SanerNow supports customized software deployment and uninstall tasks.

Keep your endpoints healthy with comprehensive security checks
Continuously track and monitor all your endpoints, with stringent and regular security checks. Monitor details including antivirus deployments, the status of important system services and files, registry keys, rogue processes, and much more, to harden your system configurations and keep your endpoints healthy.

Apply strong security controls and strengthen your endpoint security posture
Tighten the security across your endpoints and execute strong security measures, including enabling firewall policies and other security checks, quarantining or isolating necessary devices or networks, discovering, and protecting sensitive data, and much more.
**Tune-up system performance and execute scripts on remote devices**

Effortlessly tune-up system performance with regular audits and disk clean-ups, including the purging of unused or rarely used files. Automate day-to-day endpoint management, including remote execution of scripts to update, manage, or troubleshoot your systems. SanerNow allows you to run scripts like PowerShell, bat, or shell across remote computers from its centralized console.

**Extensive reporting and audit logs**

Automate and schedule reporting and audits to ensure timely and effective visibility and control across your enterprise endpoints.
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**About SecPod**

SecPod is leading provider of endpoint security and management solutions. SecPod (Security Podium, incarnated as SecPod) has created revolutionary SanerNow platform and tools that are used by MSPs and enterprises worldwide. SecPod also licenses security technology to top security vendors through its SCAP Content Professional Feed.

**The SanerNow Platform**

SecPod SanerNow is a Unified Endpoint Security (UES) and management solution that ensures cyberhygiene by automating and orchestrating measures to safeguard your enterprise endpoints from cyber attacks. The major features of SanerNow include,

- Patch Management,
- Vulnerability Management,
- Asset Management,
- Endpoint Management,
- Compliance Management
- Endpoint Threat Detection & Response
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**Talk to Sales**

For enquiries on pricing

Email us on: info@secpod.com

Call us at: India - (+91) 80 4121 4020 / USA - (+1) 918 625 3023